DENT REPAIR USING NO FILLER
In this do-it-yourself booklet we will show you a step by step method of pick and file metal work to remove dents without using body
fillers. If you want your body work to stand the test of time then this booklet is a must read. 20 PHOTOS

A. Our example. A 57 Chevy with the body off the frame. We are ready to remove the door from the car. We chose a 57 Chevy for
photographic purposes but these techniques will work on any metal bodied project!

B.

Here are some tools you may need, improvise with other tools if needed!

A long screw driver, rubber five inch sanding block, slapping file, body hammer, pick hammer, slapping spoon, hard steel dolly and a
serrated dolly. You will need to pick out the type of dolly that fits the contours of the area you will be working on). Above is a
pneumatic air sander, Krylon black paint, A port a power unit with spreader attachment, a Hutchins Super Sander, and different sizes
and shapes of wood, A straight edge is also needed .

1. Jeff is using a Variable Speed Electronic
Sander on low speed (1500 RPM). He cleans
down the steel with an 8 inch pad and 80 grit
paper, removing all paint and primer.

2. Take the Krylon and spray on the dented
areas so you can see the depth and type of
dent.

3. Another view of the dent! The design of
the panel has a slight bow by nature meaning
that it is higher in the center and goes down
gradually on the sides. It is best to compare
with the opposite side of the car to know the
correct shape of the panel provided the
other side is undamaged. By placing a
straight edge on the panel you can see the
amount of shape and compare it to the
opposite side.

3b. Another view. Be familiar with the low
areas. by inspecting the damage from
several angles

4. Always use a straight edge to determine the
length of the dent and to be familiar with the
outside perimeters of the damage.

5. The door is laying face down on a work
table. A one by four piece of wood is placed
over the dent. Make sure the wood fits the
dent with two inches over the outside
perimeter of the dent on each end. Place
another board on top of the spreader jaws so
the pressure will be spread out when using
the Porta a Power. Apply enough pressure to
push the dent 7/8ths out (close to its original
height and shape). Check it with a straight
edge.

6. Turn the door back over and use the
slapping spoon and hammer to slap the
metal back into shape. (The slapping spoon
will spread out the blow into a larger area
without damaging or leaving marks in the
metal). Move the slapping spoon on the
outside perimeters of the dent, not where the
board touches the dent on the inside,
periodically check the port a power for
tension. Be careful, not too much tension
5lbs is plenty

7. Take the metal hand file and slice criss
cross 10 passes each direction to bring out
the high/ level spots which will appear clean
metal. You can also use a sanding block and
80 grit to scuff the surface thus revealing
the high spots! The sand paper will not thin
the metal, the file will so beginners should
use a sanding block with 80 grit until you
become more familiar with these techniques!

8. A door is some what harder to straighten
then most panels where you can reach the
back sides more easily. You may want to have
a friend help hold the door steady when you
are slap filing. Raise the door upright, use
your dolly that has the correct contour for the
door. Hold it on the inside of the door where
your low spots are which will be the black
painted areas just outside of the silver metal
areas. Take the slapping file and tap until you
hear it make contact with the dolly, then
move the dolly slightly in the precise area you
want it followed by the slapping file. The
slight pressure you apply with the dolly
when tapped with the slapping file actually
pulls the dent out or upward because the
serrated teeth in the file allows the metal to
enter between them. This is actually
shrinking the metal in reverse or “cold
shrinking.”
Note: METAL FILE 10 MORE PASSES
(CRISS CROSS) TO LEVEL THE SURFACE
AND SEE WHAT YOU have or block
sand lightly for same effect

9. Lay the door back down again. With your
straight edge over the dented area
determine if there are any high spots that
may have occurred from slapping with the
file too much in one place. If so then take
the five inch rubber block and place it on the
back side of the front panel and hold 2 lbs.
of pressure on it. With your pick hammer
lightly tap the high area or high spot. (Very
lightly). You should not tap hard enough to
leave indentations in the steel. If your
leaving indentions then lighten up your
pressure.

10. Metal file again 10 criss cross passes or
block with sandpaper. There are now only a
few dark spots left. Hold the dolly directly
behind the dark or low spots and use your
slap file and tap lightly to bring out the same
level as the rest of the panel.

10a. As seen, the file will leave serrated
teeth marks exactly where the Dolly was held
(behind the panel).

11. You will know it is done adequately when you start
to see the steel serration marks in the black Krylon
paint that was once a low area, stop at this point.
.

12. Hand file it again to clean up and level
the spots you just raised. Note: Continue
this procedure of checking for low spots and
raising them, then filing down the metal and
rechecking until you are satisfied that all
highs and lows are gone.

13. Take your straight edge and check that it
has the right contour, if so proceed.
Notice the slight bow in the center of the
panel with the very ends of the 3 foot
straight edge 3/16th of an inch away from
the panel. This is the correct procedure
for ‘55, ‘56, and ‘57 Chevys. Your project
may differ check your panels before you
start.

14. Use an Air grinder with a 24 grit disc and
graze the area clean 30-60 seconds lightly
with the weight of the tool only.

15. With a DA sander and 80 grit go over the
whole door, thus providing smooth metal to
condition the steel with phosphoric acid. After
acid prep take lacquer thinner and clean the
whole panel down to remove any
contaminants.

16. Use Ditzlers DP 90 epoxy two part primer
for maximum corrosion protection. The dents
are now removed with no bondo and the primer
is sprayed on over a smooth clean surface.

Short optional Customer Survey

About the Sites Convenience
1. Did you have any difficulty downloading or viewing our booklets?
Yes
No if So, Why:
2. Was Restoreityourself.com easy to navigate?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
3. Was our sample enough information for you to purchase it?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
About This booklet
4. Is our product priced fairly?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
5. Do you feel our booklet will help you with your project?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
About Tools
6. Would you buy your tools on-line and have them delivered to your Home or
Business?
Yes
No If Not, why?
About You & your Vehicle
7. Will you be doing the work yourself or will you have a shop do the work for you?
Myself
Shop
8. What is your age group?
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
9. What Vehicle/s do you own?
10. What Vehicle/s are you working on or having worked on?
In General
11. How do you feel about On-line shopping?
Comfortable
Uncomfortable but still do it
Not comfortable at all
12. Are you interested in becoming a member at restoreityourself.com for substantial savings?
Yes
No
13. Have you seen other sites providing Auto-Restoration booklets?
Yes
No if yes, Where:
14. Will you be a frequent visitor at restoreityourself.com?
Yes
No
Don't know
Please enter your email address if you would like us to contact you about the results of your
survey:
For any additional comments please type them in below:
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